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ABSTRACT 
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A Miura transformation is presented for a kadomtscv pctrviashvili (KP) 

class of equations, which can be considered as generalization of the KP equation. 
The Backlund transformation and the recurrence formula for solutions are derived 
for this KP calss of equations. Also, the fundamental equations of the inverse 
scattering scheme for these equations is given. 

1. Introduction. The search for possible connections among different 
approaches to partial differential equations may help to clarify some aspects 
concerning the complete integrability of equations under consideration. 

The Miura transformation(M'l') [11] is the well-known example of a 
transformation of one partial differential equation (PUE) into another. The MT 
has made it possible to discover the existence of the infinite sequence of conservation 
laws for tho f(f>V oquaUon 1121 and the method to intet,rrate the KDV equation 171. 
Moreover, tho MT is clcmoly linked with tho existence of the hierarchies of 
completely integrable nonlinear PDEs, the Backlund transformation [13], the bi
Hamiltonian structures [6] and makes it possible to connect certain PDE's formerly 
considered to be not connected. Also, the M'l' has played an important role both in 
the discovery of the inverse scattering method and in the further understanding 
of the properties of completely integrable nonlinear PDEs [l, 9, 14]. 

The KP equation and the modified KP equation, which has been introduced 
within the different approaches are connected by the two-dimensional Miura 
transforamtion [8]. In this paper we study the KP class of equations 

... (1.1) 

or 

ut+uux +uxxx -t Au + Ba;1 Uy + cax-l uyy +Duy + Eux = 0 ... (1.2) 

where u = u (x, y, t), A and C are arbitrary functions of y, t and symmetric with 
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respect to .Y, 

B = L Cy, D = C '!:1 (2/1' + OJ, E = F2 + J(f!'YG + C1
h Ft) dy, 

2 . . 

F = fA,Cfh dy and G 
2 

f C812 Ct dy 

and subscripts denote partial derivatives. 
Equation (1.2), for particular values of the coefficients, appears in many physical 
systems [a,10]. In [51, it was found that the KP class of equations under 
consideration possesses the painlevc property and allows a set of Backlund 
transformations obtained by truncating the series expansions of the solutions 
about the singularity manifold. 

In section 2 a generalized Miura transformation for (1.2) is presented. In 
section 3 a Backlund transformation of the KP class of equations is derived. In 
this context,• some theorems are also proved. In section 4 we derive a recurrence 
formula for solutions of these equations. Finally in section 5 the fundamental 
equations of the inverse scattering method for (1.2) is given. 

2. Generalized Miurra Transformation and Modified KP Class of 
Equations. In this section we shall prove that there is a Miura tra,nsformation 
for KP class of equations (1.2). 
Theorem 1. Suppose v is a solution of the equation : 
v + v + 6v2v - 2(3/12C112 v a-1 v - 2 (3/12 Fvv + Av + na··l Vy t xxx x ' x x y x x 

+ Cc); 1 vYY +Duy + Exv = 0, ... (2.1) 

then u defined by 
U == - 2(3/12C1

h (); l Vy - 2 (3/l:i fi'v·-6Vx - 6v2 ... (2.2) 
is a solution of (1.2). 
Proof. Substitution of (2.2) into (l.2) yields 
(-2(3)112C112 a-1 - 2 (3)112 F-6a - 12v) (v + v - 6u2v -2 (3/12 C112v a ~l v x x . t xxx x ; xx y 

- 2(3/hFvvx +Av + Ba;1 vy +ca;·1 vYY +Duy + Exv) = 0. ... (2.3) 
Thus, if v is a solution of the equation 

Vt + vxxx + 6v2vx - 2(3/12C112 vx a;1 Vy - 2 (3/12 Fvvx +Av +B<J;l Vy 

+ Ca;1 vyy + Duy + Exv = 0, ... (2.4) 
then equatio~ (2.2) defines a solution of (1.2) and we complete the proof. 

Equation (2.2) links the KP class of equation (1.2) and (2.4) when F=O and 
u is independent ofy, (2.2) is the Miura transformation between the KDVequation 
and the modified KDV equation. We call (2.4) the modified KP class of equations 
and (2.2) the generalized Miura transformation. 

3. Backlund Transformation. In this section we present a Backlund 



transformation frH' (1.2) defined by the relation 
= - 2('J)Y:'(''I:' ) 1 - 2 ('J)

1
h F -6 - 6v2n u , , rx u.Y , v vx .1 , ... (:U) 

where T] is any real parumeter. Then 

u, + uux + uxxx +Au + Hr~, 1 u;Y +Crt1 u.Y.Y +IJuxy + l!Juxx = 
(-2(:J/12C

1
1;, J; 1 r~Y -· 2 (.'JJ'h VBi)x - 12v) (vt + vxxx - T]2vx - 6v2vx - 2 (3/1;' 

C
1

huxJ;l vy -· 2(3/1;'f1'uux + Au + Hr~< 1 
uy +Cr7;1 vYY + Dv.Y + Exv). ... (a.2) 

Thus, ( 1.2) is satisfied by u if u satisfies the equation 

+ -I 6 2 ?. ('/)'/;, c'/;' ) I 2('J) 112fl r A + H J- 1 u1 ·· uxxx -11ux- v Vx···~. , u./x u.Y - • uvx -· u lx Uy 

+ca;1 uYY + Du.Y + /Cxu = o. ... (~3.3) 
Further, if we change (u, y) to (-u, -y), equation (iUJ) is invariant and (l.2) is 

invariant as well wheny is changed to ~-:Y· Hence, for this new pair (-v, -y) there is 
a corresponding solution u' of (1.2) such that 

u' = - 2(3)'12c112 J;1 uy - 2 (.JJ'h fi'u-6vx + 6u2+T] ... (3.4) 

for given u and T]. Equations (3.1) and (3.4) imply that 

u -u' = 12u ' x 

and 

u + u' = - 4 (3/12 C112a;1 Vy - 4(3/12Fv + 12v2 + 2T]. 
We introduce the additional transformation 

u = - wx' 
u' ::::: -·w'x. 

1t follows from 0.2) that w and w' satisfied the equations 

w, - 112w; + wxxx + Au.1 + Ha; I WY + c;~1; I wyy + Dwxy + Ewxx = 0, 
and 

w't - 'hw'[! + w'xxx + Aw' + Hi); 1 w'y + C(~~ 1 w'yy + JJw'xy + Ew'xx = 0, 
respectively. So that (3.5a) and (3.5b) become 

w - w' = 12 v 
and 

... (3.5a) 

... (3.5b) 

... (3.6a) 

... rn.6bl 

... (3. 7) 

... (3.8) 

... (3.9) 

wx + w'x = -211 + 3112C112a;1 (w-w')y +3
1
i2F(w-w') + 112 (w-w'J2 ... (3.10) 

respectively. Equation (3.10) constitutes part of the Backlund transformation for 
wand w' which, in turn, generate solutions of (1.2) via (3.6). Using equations (3.5a) 

- (3.9), equation (3.3) can be written as 

(w - w')t + (w-w')xxx - 112 (w!! -w'!!J + A (w - w') + B iJ;1(w - w')y + 

C iJ;1 (w - w')yy + D (w -w')y + E(w - w')x = 0, ... (3.11) 

which together with equation (3.8) forms the Backlund transformation (1.2). To 

conclude, we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 2. The KP class of equation (1.2) possesses the Backlund transformation 
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(3.10) and (3.11) (with (3.6)). 

Now using (3.8) and (3.10), (8.11) can be rewritten as 

( ') _ 1 ( 2 I I 2) 1 ( ') ( ') w + w t - "3 wx + w_,:w x -w x - 6 w - w. w-w xx -· 

'J 1hCih (w-w') - :I 112 /1'(w·w') - A (w+w') -' xy · xx · · 

B r>;- 1 (w+w')y - C ()x 1 (w-t-w')yy - D (w+w').Y- E (w+w')x = 0. . .. (:l.12) 

Hence, we have proved the f<:lllowing proposition 

Proposition 1. The second part of'lfacklund transformation for (1.1) can be written 
in the form (3.12). 

However, instead of (3.12), a dif'fenmt expression for the second part of Blkklvnd 
transformation can be given as: 
Inserting (3.7) and (3.10) into (iU2) we !'ind 

(w-w')t = [2~xx - ~ (w-w')wx + ~ IJ(w - w') + /~ (w--w') :Jf /:JcfJ:, (w-w') ()~ 1 (w-w')y 

- J_ 3312F(w-w'J2 - 3'12F (w-w')x - 81hC'l2 (w-w')y Ix -- -1-3 11lC
1
h(w-w')(w-w').Y 

4 . 2 
+A (w-w') + B J;1 (w-w').Y + C J;1 (w --w').Y.Y + IJ (w-w').Y . . .. (3.13) 

Thus, (3.10) and (3.12) or (3.13) (with(3.6)) constitutes the Backlund transformation 
for (1.2). 

The method we deduce the. Backlund transformation can be considered as a 

development of Chen's in [2]. 

4. Superposition Formula. The advantage of Backlund transformation 

is the possibility of deriving a superposition formula for solutions. this 

superposition enables us to construct more complicated solutions by algebraic 

means only. No more integration quadrature is needed then. it also implies that 
solutions obtained are stable. 'l1110y do not lose their idenWies after colliding with 

each other. 
To derive the superposition formula, we suppose that we generate two 

solutions, w1' and w2, from the Backlund transformation, by using the same given 

solution (w0 , say) but two different values of (T) 1, T)2, say) . Thus, in particular, we 
can write (3.10) in the two forms: 

forms: . 
1 

(w1 + w 0)x =2T) 1 - 3112CV2J;1 (w1 - w0 ).Y - 3112 F (w1-woJ + - (w1 - wof (4.la) 
d 

12 
an 

(w2 + w0)x =2T)2 - 3V2C112 J;1 (w2 - w0).Y- 3112 F (w2 -wo> + -
1
-(w2 - wof. (4.lb) 

Now we construct another solution, w12 from w1 -'ffud T)2, and similary a 
solution w21 from w2 and T) 1, so that 

(w12 + wl)x =2ll2_3112c112 J;l<w12- w1)y - 3112 F(w12-w1) + _1_ (w12 - w1>2 (4.2a) 
d 12 

an 
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( ) 2 ""31!:•('11:. )· 1( ) •;'/:·I'( ) + 1 ( )2 (II <lb) U.J21 +WI x = 111-· ··,. (x w77--W2 .Y- ,) .. ·1 W21-W2 12 W21 - W2 . 'L.6 

Since Binanchi's Lhoorom of pcrmutability 141 from the theory of Biickl u nd 
transformation, states that., if u.; 12 and w21 are defined as above, then 

W 12 = W2/. ... (4.~)) 

Subtracting tho difference of equations (4.1) from tho difference of' equations (tJ.2), 

and use equation (4.:n, so as Lo produce zero on the left hand side of Lhe resulting 

equation 

0 :. !J. ill·;·-- q 1) <3'1"C1!:'() 1 (w,, 1-· w.,J), --.'J 11
' /i' (w') 1 -- W9) 1+ -(w91 - w,)) 2 + 

~ x ,, ,, . ~ ~ 12 ~ .., 

•11!:•C'1!:•)-J( ) j· '>II/'{ ) j ( )2+ .i·· -cx·w,2-W1:v···<11:~ i W12-W1 -12 W12-W1 

311:,CY:'r);l<w12 - w1)y + ~)1!:' fl' (w:! - wo>- l~ (w2-- wr/2. ·-

~31!:1c;11"a;·l(w 1 - w
0

)Y- ~3v" F (w 1 -· w0)+ !__ (w 1 - wr/J,. . ... (4.4) 
. 12 

Again using ( 4.~3) we derive 

w 12 = Wo - 24 (112 -111)/)w rW2)+ 4 W) 111
C1!:1 a; I (w rW2)y /(w rW2) 

- 4(3)V2]?, .... (4.5) 

which describes w 12 in algebraic terms. 

Equation (4.5) constitutes a nonlinear superposition principle for the generation 
of solutions. 

To conclude, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. For the KP class of equations (1.2) there exists superposition formula 
for solutions, (4.5) 

w 12 ::::: w0 2A (11 2 --q 1)/(wr·w)+ ti (3)v"C1!:' D; 7 (w 1-w2~yl(wz--w2) 4(3)1!:!J1~ ... (4.5) 

where 

llo = ·- Wox' u1 :::::: ·-L.U1x' u2 W2x and U72 = -W12x. 

5. The Fundamental Equations of Inverse Scattering Method. In 
this section we find the corresponding inverse scattering problem for the KP 
class of equations (1.2), by using standard procedure of linearisation. 
Define v by the relation ' 

u = -2(3/12C 112a;1v.Y - 2(3/12 Fu - 6u2 +17, ... (5.1) 

where ri is any real parameter. Then 

ut + uux + uxxx+ Au+ BJ;1 
UY +CrJ;

1 
uyy +Duy +Eux = 

(-2(3/12C 112 rJ;1 - 2 (3/12 F-6ax - J2u) (ut + vxxx - rivx - 6v2ux - 2 (3/12 

C 112vxrJ;1 vy - 2(3/12Fvvx +Av + BJ;1 v.Y +CrJ;1 vyy +Duy + Exv) ... (5.2) 

Thus, if v is a solution of 

Vt + vxxx - 'flVx - 6v2vx - 2 (3/12 C 112vxrJ;1 vy - 2(3/12Fvvx + Av + BrJ;1 vy 
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+ ca;-1 vyy + Duy + TC xv 0, ... (G.:l) 

then (5.1) defines a solution of (1.2). 
We recognize (5.10 as generalized Riccati equation for v which therefore 

may linearised by the substitution 

V = l/fx/1/f. . .. (5.'1) 

For some differentiable function 1/f(:x,y,l) = 0. Equation (5.1), upon the introduction 
of (5.4), becomes 

I 
lflxx + 3 112(fl:: tJfy+:J'hfi'lv.

1 
+ . (u.11) l/f = 0. . .. (fi.5) 

Equation (5.;3), upon.the introdm:(>ion of' (5.4) and (5.5), becomes 

j}_ (llf/llf+4\ll /t/l+Ut// /lff····2f1'C
1
l'111 I 111--/1'2 11r I I/I-·· I ('Jlf;,C'I:' ll I a'l:'fi'u) r!x I 1 t ~ rxxx x y x 2 , , '.Y 

+ - u. + Dl/fy/lfl+IC1v .. /1vJ () ... (5.6) 
2 x ·' 

Le 

+ 4 + + 1 . .1 (/) 'J/1'(1'/:·j --" (/1.'-_[1'2) Vix - _l y'l2C% Uy l/lt l/lxxx Ul/fx - Uxl/f ·r . --.., , . 111,1 r , .J 

2 J 2 
- _l 8 112FUl/f +al/f =0, 

2 
where a is constant. 

The above discussion are summarized in as the following: 
Theorem 4. The KP class of equations (1.2) has the fundamental equation of the 
inverse scattering method, (5.5) and (5.6). 
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